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Soul Channels 
1. Jala Samadhi 
2. Yoga Samadhi 
3. Jiva Samadhi 
4. Maha Samadhi. 
5. Soul travelling 
6. Soul to soul communication. 
7. Transportation of Jesus’s body, soul, and stone, after the 

crucifiction. 
8. Attaching a divine soul to your soul. 
9. Know who you are, where you came from, and what’s your 

dharma. 
10.  Ability to have Divine Vision:  see person’s souls, their karmas, 

destiny. 
11. Taking a Soul out of someone’s body, purifying it and returning 

back to body. 
12.  Determining your future lifetimes. 
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13.  Changing a person’s astrology. 
14.  Mother Mary Channels to bring Jesus soul. 
15.  Awaking the dead 
16.  Taking out negative spirits from a people. 
17.  Connect to Beytala 
 
 

Divine Souls & Masters  
18.  Creation of Maha Kali to protect  Penukonda Fort 
19.  Putting Maha Kali in a bottle by Swami 
20.  Drinking hot metal liquid, iron, mercury etc. and not dying. 
21.  Taking mercury, (or other substances) into your body and 

creating a lingam. 
22.  Turning as a woman (like Ramana Maharshi and Vishnu did). 
23.  Open the 3rd eye of a student, (and others being able to see it) 
24.  Masters and Divine souls connect to human souls (thru bones, 

dreams, animals, or physical darshan) 
25.  Manifesting the Emerald Lingam.. 
26.  Create a sandalwood baby and make alive for 9 minutes 
27.  Using a bone from any dead animal to regenerate back to life (like 

Mohammed in the desert). 
28.  Keep body alive for 100’s of years like saints in Himalaya, Veda 

Vyasa, Hanuman 
29.  Manifesting Vibhuti, Amrutha, and any Divine substances 
 

Baba Commanding on the Elements 
30.  Baba made the dwarkamai roof stop from falling. 
31.  Creating water by hitting stick on ground. 
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32.  Made lamps burn with water. 
33.  Baba put his energy into 4 lamps, and keep it underground for 

years 
34.  Baba made wheat flour to protect a whole city from Cholera. 
35.  Baba put his hand in the fire, saving child 10 km away. 
36.  Baba with Swami, stirring the bad food to make it fresh and tasty 

again. 
37.  Baba with his hand stirring a pot of hot food over the fire  
38.  Baba would know about all thoughts, feelings of all his devotees.  
 
39.  Mother Divine changing half cooked arm in the graveyard to 

sugarcane for Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. 
40.  Changing a dead dog into beautiful fruits. 
41.  Creating a Sri Chakra and putting angels/divine souls living 

there (Adi Shankaracharya). 
42.   Pull any souls inside of you, purify them then release them out. 
 
 
 
YOGAS given by SWAMI: 
 
43.  ATMA CHEDANA YOGA: Splitting your soul  
44.  PARAKAYA PRAVESH YOGA:  your soul entering in a dead 

body.  
45.  KANDANA YOGA: Cut and refix your own or others body or 

animals. 
46.  VIBHUTI YOGA: Using vibhuti to wash any type of negativity.  
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47.  DHOTI YOGA: Taking out intestines. Washing it. Purifying 
karmas. 

48.  SHAKTI-KUNDALINI YOGA: Sitting and getting kundalini 
hitting to Brahma Consciousness. Through Brahma Consciousness 
you can release your soul out from the body. 

49.  BHU-NAKSCHATTRA YOGA: You can connect any Divine Soul 
any spirit, any holy being. Can send blessing, can pull them in 
front of you. 

50.  SUGANDA BHASMA YOGA:  whenever you want Mother 
Divine and Shiva in front of you. 

51.  JIVA-PRANA YOGA: making 3 dead souls alive in your lifetime. 
52.  ASTA SIDDHI YOGA: Demonstrating miracles.. Giving lingams 

etc… 
 
SWAMI CHANNELS & SYSTEMS: 
Jesus Christ Channels: 
53.  1st Channel Parakaya Pravesh: soul traveling 
54.  2nd Channel - Vimukti Yoga: Create power spot 
55.  3rd  Channel –Cross or any object to bleed any divine liquid 
56.  4th Channel – Bringing a dead body back to life 
57.  5th Channel – Bringing your soul out to have a darshan of Shiva 
58.  9th Channel - Divine statue or object to bleed any Divine liquid. 
59.  10th Channel- winning Mother Divine. 
60.  11th Channel- Removes the disturbances in your soul 
61.  12th Channel-  bringing a Divine Soul in you 
62.  13th  Channel- giving Satchitananda 
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63.   Sri Chakra: 

• Bhum shakti reyka: Changing peoples minds from negative to 
positive. 

• Bijam Siddhi: Transport and manifest. 

• Ayna Siddhi: deepest trance, highest peace. 

• Bhahma Pitha Siddhi: soul history and astrology 

• Kuru kuru Siddhi: know thoughts and feelings of others. 

• Karishiyiyay Siddhi: burning the karmas directly 
 

Other Miracles & Abilities:  
 
64.  Multiply fish in a small basket to feed 1000’s of people. 
65.  Walking on water. 
66. Transform Water to wine, (Sand to sugar, water to oil) 
67.  Cure blindness, leprosy, many diseases. 
68.  Time travel (thru kala chakra) 
 
69.  Taking a negative soul and giving liberation (like Ragavendra) 
  
70.  Levitating & flying. 
 
71.  Making a cow to recite the Vedas (Jnaneshwar). 
 
72.  Channel for writing palm leaf books. 
 
73.  Ability to Speak and understand any language. 
 
74.  Hear the conversations and thoughts of people 
 
75.  Remember any conversation or point in time in the past. 
 
76.  Speed up the growth of any living thing. 
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77.  Grow hugely tall or small as an atom. 
 
78.  Making yourself young & beautiful. (90 years old woman turns 16 

year old) 
 
79.  Creating angels, sending angels to do specific works, then being 

able to bring them back and talk with them. 
 
80.  Creating Power Objects, Soul objects, Atma Lingams 
 
81.  Poison siddhi: take poison and not die, transform it. 
 
82.  Yoga Nidra: awareness and Brahma Consciousness both during 

waking, dreaming and sleep states. 
 
83.  Sankalpam Siddhi. 
 
84.  Regenerating new cells, body parts, and repairing damaged 

physical parts. 
 
85.  Put any Divine Soul or Angel in an object or statue. 
 
86.  Body turning to stone like Vanketeshwara 
 
87.  Make the fire in the water and the water in the fire 
 
88.  Using divine energy to move large object (like the pyramids). 
 
89.  Jump into acid, fire, dangerous liquid and remain alive.  
 
90.  Command over nature’s elements: stop storms, hurricanes. 

Bringing the rains when needed. 
 
91. Boil a snake in pot and make it dance. 
 
92.  Injecting cobra venom into any animal and keeping it alive 
 
93. Birthing lingams from Baba statue in Penukonda. 
 
94.  Ability to disappear, or be invisible. 
 
95.  Making oneself weightless, or very heavy. 
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96.   Connecting to Mother’s Divine’s womb chakra. 
 
97.  Ability to access any Power Object and use its power. 
 
98.  Appearing in several places at the same time. 
 
99.  Locating & communicating with any soul. 
 
 
 
Moses & Egypt miracles 
 
100. Parting of the Red Sea in Egypt. 
 
101. Creating Rain of locusts, frogs 
 
102.  Nile river in Egypt turn as blood 
 
103. Transform a stick to snake. 
 
104. Talked with god in the form of burning bush. 
 
105. Communicating with animals, Divine Souls, spirits 
 
106. Traveling to other Lokas and universes to communicate with 

Souls there 
 
107. Making the lion lie down with the lamb. (tiger slept with Baba). 
 
108. Turning yourself into any of the Five Elements 
 


